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APD Notables...
Field Services Bureau
Field Services Bureau - East
Southeast Area Command...
•

•

•

•

In October, the Southeast Area Command had
11,846 calls for service, wrote 2,147 reports,
and issued 580 citations. There were 240 felony
arrests, 268 misdemeanor arrests, and 33 driving
while intoxicated (DWI) arrests. Sixteen
community meetings were attended.
On October 15, Officers D. Anzo and B. Aragon
responded to a call of a female threatening an
individual and her children with a knife. Upon
arrival, they separated the parties and conducted
interviews. The investigation revealed that the
offender was high on crack cocaine and had
been causing problems all night, including
attempting to light the house on fire. At one
point, the offender burst into the victim’s room
where her daughter and grandchildren were
located armed with two knives. The offender
was booked into the Metropolitan Detention
Center (MDC) for aggravated assault with a
deadly weapon and child abuse charges.
On October 16, Officer B. Aragon observed a
vehicle being driven recklessly. He attempted to
stop the car but the vehicle fled. Officer Aragon
did not engage in a pursuit. A short time later
Officer Aragon was flagged down at a local
bowling alley in response to an accident. When
he pulled up, he observed that the wrecked car
was the one that failed to stop for him. Witnesses
told officers that the driver fled into the bowling
alley and provided a description. Officers
entered the bowling alley and were directed
to the ladies’ bathroom where they located the
offender and took him into custody. The offender
was booked into the Metropolitan Detention
Center (MDC) for transferring/receiving a stolen
vehicle.
On October 27, Officers M. Benavidez, J.
Franco, K. Ramos and R. Gonzalez responded
to a shooting. The caller reported he had been
shot in the legs. Upon arrival, they found the
victim with possible multiple wounds to his legs.
Witnesses reported seeing a vehicle speed away
and provided the officers with the description.
Several casings were recovered at the scene.
The victim was transported to the University
of New Mexico Hospital by the Albuquerque
Fire Department and was reported in stable
condition. Day shift Officers M. Fisher and M.
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McBrayer located the vehicle matching the
description provided by witnesses a few blocks
away. The officers observed several subjects run
from the vehicle. They were quickly detained
and witnesses identified them as being involved
but could not identify the shooter. Southeast
Impact Detectives Burt and Hotle conducted
interviews with the suspects and obtained a
confession from the offender.
On October 8, Officer J. Franco was patrolling
when a vehicle passed him traveling at a high
rate of speed and ran a red light. Officer Franco
attempted a traffic stop but the vehicle failed
to stop and drove into a nearby neighborhood.
Officer Franco and other Southeast officers
saturated the area and located the vehicle. The
vehicle pulled into a parking lot of an apartment
complex. The driver exited the vehicle and
attempted to elude on foot, but Officer Franco
took him into custody before he could get away.
The vehicle had an incorrect plate on it and
after running the Vehicle Identification Number
(VIN), it was found to be stolen. The driver
was arrested and booked into the Metropolitan
Detention Center (MDC).
On October 21, officers received a call from
a female indicating she was being chased by
another vehicle. The caller was driving the
vehicle that was being followed. The caller
reported she had no idea why the other car was
chasing her. The driver drove by the Southeast
Area Command honking her horn. Officer
Durham observed both of the vehicles and he
engaged his emergency equipment and tried
to stop both cars. They both refused to yield
to his lights and continued to drive recklessly.
Dispatch advised the caller several times to pull
over but she refused. Instead, she began to drive
in excess of 70 miles per hours with the vehicle
still following her. Several marked units were
behind them with their equipment engaged. Both
cars failed to yield and ran several red lights at
70 miles per hour. Finally, the caller pulled over
and the chasing vehicle stopped behind it. The
driver of the chasing vehicle exited and despite
multiple police commands began advancing
towards the occupants of the vehicle yelling at
them. The officers placed all parties in custody
until they could determine what happened. The
investigation revealed that the offender had
mental health issues. She observed the driver
of the vehicle and her passenger and believed
they were having an affair with her husband.
She approached them and scared them. The
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victim left in her car and the offender followed,
trying to run them off the road. The offender
was booked for aggravated assault with a
deadly weapon and aggravated fleeing from law
enforcement.
On October 25, Officers N. Martinez and
J. Trebitowski were dispatched to a local
convenience store to assist with a male subject
who hooked himself to a propane tank. The
male subject had a stick and was demanding that
the media show up. The officers de-escalated
the situation and the male subject was taken into
custody without incident.

•

Northeast Area Command...
•

•

•

•

•

In October, the Northeast Area Command had
10,096 calls for service, wrote 2,040 reports,
and issued 1,010 citations. There were 142
felony arrests, 348 misdemeanor arrests, 38
driving while intoxicated (DWI) arrests, and 71
warrants issued. Sixteen community meetings
were attended.
In October, Team 7 officers conducted
individual traffic tactical plans focusing mostly
along Montgomery Boulevard and San Mateo.
As a result, seven driving while intoxicated
(DWI) arrests were made and 33 citations were
issued.
On October 20, Officers Munoz and Martinez
were dispatched to a disturbance. The caller
stated an ex-boyfriend was trying to break
into the apartment. As the caller was on the
telephone with 911, the ex-boyfriend broke
the sliding glass door. The suspect entered the
apartment with a table leg. Officers arrived and
placed the suspect under arrest for breaking and
entering, assault with a deadly weapon, and
criminal damage to property.
On October 22, Officer E. Burchell responded
to a domestic violence call. Upon arrival, he
made contact with the victim and her daughter.
They explained the extreme state of mind of
the husband. He was hallucinating and cutting
electrical lines and taping newspapers on the
wall and yelling at them. The subject believed
his daughter and wife put a voodoo curse on
him. Due to his state of mind and being a danger
to himself and possibly others, Officer Burchell
had the subject transported to a mental health
facility and assisted in obtaining a temporary
restraining order (TRO) for the family.
On October 14, Officer E. Beckstrom was
dispatched to a robbery call at a store. The
offender had given a note to a cashier implying
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he was armed and demanded money from the
register. The subject got the money and fled on
foot. Officer Beckstrom, Sergeant L. Deyapp,
and Detective R. Marquez all arrived on scene.
Officer Beckstrom located the offender in the
area and he continued to flee on foot. The
officers caught the subject and arrested him.
They recovered over $500 in cash that was
stolen.
On October 13, officers responded to a
domestic violence call. The offender was
inside the residence making threats of suicide,
refusing to come out, and not complying with
officers. After establishing a perimeter around
the residence and making public address
(PA) announcements along with Sgt. Deyap
maintaining contact over the telephone, the
offender exited the residence and was taken into
custody. He was arrested on a felony warrant,
felon in possession of a firearm and domestic
violence.
On October 2, Detective Roach investigated an
auto burglary. He observed and identified the
offender that was caught on surveillance video
entering at least 12 different vehicles. During
the course of the investigation, the suspect was
found to be in possession of a reported stolen
vehicle. During her interview, she admitted to
dozens of other auto burglaries, of which nine
could be proven by property recovered in the
stolen vehicle she was arrested in. After two
search warrants, an arrest warrant and an ex
parte order she was arrested.
On October 27, officers were dispatched
to assist a code enforcement inspector. The
residence was found to be in violation of City
Code in reference to multiple calls for service
at the home. In recent days, the Northeast
Area Command received complaints from the
surrounding property owners. The complaints
were that transient and/or vagrants were
occupying the vacant abandoned building and/
or structure. The vagrants had gained access
through the front door of the structure. The
property was covered with trash and weeds.
Detective Benavidez, Officers V. Valera and F.
Tillman cleared the property and rendered it
safe for the code enforcement inspector to enter.
The residence was found to be a nuisance due
to life safety issues. The interior of the property
was so badly maintained to the extent that it
endangered the life, limb, health, property, safety
or welfare of the public or any occupants. The
property was placed on a periodic watch through
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dispatch.
In October, Detective Neil arrested two subjects
at an apartment complex for auto burglary. These
arrests cleared five additional burglary cases.
On October 14, Officer K. Newbill was
conducting a shoplifting investigation at a local
mall when it was determined that the offender in
custody had accomplices. The subjects fled on
foot but were quickly captured by other Team
5 members. Additional investigation revealed
that these subjects were in possession of a stolen
motor vehicle, among other charges.
On October 4, Team 5 officers made contact
with sixteen subjects at an address that had
generated many calls for service. Officers
recovered an embezzled vehicle and arrested the
offender. Four other individuals were arrested on
various other charges.

•

•

Foothills Area Command...
•

•

•

•

In October, the Foothills Area Command had
6,060 calls for service, wrote 591 reports, and
issued 756 citations. There were 87 felony
arrests, 147 misdemeanor arrests, nine driving
while intoxicated (DWI) arrests, and nine
warrants issued. Seventeen community meetings
were attended.
On October 26, Officers M. Miranda and
M. Verbeck were dispatched to a priority
one domestic violence call. A boyfriend had
punched and choked his girlfriend and locked
himself inside a bedroom in the apartment.
During the investigation, it was discovered
that the boyfriend called the girlfriend to come
home because he was upset with her. When
she arrived, the boyfriend spit in her face and
pushed her causing her to fall to the couch. He
then got on top of her and began choking her
not allowing her to get up. Once she was able to
get up, she called for police. The boyfriend was
booked into the Metropolitan Detention Center
for domestic violence, aggravated battery on a
household member, and false imprisonment.
On October 26, Officer R. White and Recruit
Officer C. Willsey were on random patrol and
observed a male and female inside a parked
vehicle. The male and female immediately
exited the vehicle and started to walk towards a
nearby store, when dispatch advised the officers
the plate they ran was from a stolen vehicle. The
officers immediately took the male and female
into custody before they reached the entrance
to the store. The vehicle was confirmed stolen.
Inventory of items inside the vehicle revealed
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several unopened pieces of mail belonging to
other individuals, business checks and drug
paraphernalia. The male and female were both
arrested and transported to the Metropolitan
Detention Center without further incident.
October 25, officers were dispatched to a local
store in response to a male subject armed with
a large knife threatening suicide and wanting
police to shoot him. A perimeter was established
to contain the subject due to the heavy volume
of foot traffic. A crisis negotiator spoke with the
subject for over an hour in an effort to guide
the subject into putting the knife down and
surrendering in a peaceful manner. The subject
eventually complied and was safely taken into
custody.
In October, Officer Lund worked a recently
created auto/residential tactical plan. In a week,
Officer Lund cleared seven felony warrants on
three individuals.
On October 12, Team 1 officers were dispatched
to a reported aggravated assault with a deadly
weapon at a fast food restaurant. It was reported
that a male was sent to the business to murder a
female. As officers were in route, it was reported
that the female had been kidnapped or abducted.
There was a description given of the male
offender‘s vehicle along with the license plate
number. The officers obtained the address of the
vehicle’s registered owner. A foot chase ensued
and eventually the subject complied with the
commands given by officers during the chase.
The subject was taken into custody without
further incident or injury.
On October 25, officers were dispatched to a
local business in response to a male subject
walking through the parking lot wearing no shirt
and swinging a knife wildly. Officers located
the subject who refused to put the knife down as
directed, and instead began walking away from
them. Additional units were requested. Upon
the officers’ arrival, the subject jumped up on
the hood of a small pickup and began yelling
loudly. As a perimeter was being established and
less lethal options were being deployed, Officer
M. Aragon arrived on scene and attempted to
establish communications with the subject.
The subject grew increasingly more aggressive
throughout the incident and began stabbing the
hood of the vehicle he was on. Officer Aragon
remained calm and diligently stuck to speaking
with the individual until he was able to establish
a rapport. The incident, which began at 1256
hours lasted until 1400 hours when the subject
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dropped the knife, came down off the hood of
the vehicle, followed all commands given by
officers, and was taken safely into custody.
On October 22, Mothers Against Drunk Drivers
(MADD) awarded Brian Johnson a “hero” award
for his diligent work in arresting driving while
intoxicated (DWI) offenders.

Field Services Bureau - West
Valley Area Command...
•

•

•

•

In October, the Valley Area Command had 6,730
calls for service, wrote 1,158 reports and issued
784 citations. There were 76 felony arrests,
84 misdemeanor arrests, and 16 driving while
intoxicated (DWI) arrests. Thirteen community
meetings were attended.
On October 27, Officer Laws was dispatched
to a group home for individuals with mental
illness in response to an aggravated assault. The
offender of the assault suffered from a severe
traumatic brain injury caused by childhood
encephalitis. After determining the subject was
going to be arrested and booked for the assault,
Officer B. Melendrez and Sergeant T. Apodaca
were called to assist. Officer Melendrez followed
up with the psychologists at the Metropolitan
Detention Center (MDC) to ensure the subject
would get mental health care while incarcerated.
Officer B. Melendrez also contacted R. Martinez
from the Crisis Outreach and Support Team
(COAST) to provide assistance to the family
once the subject was released from custody.
On October 11, Officers M. Jones and D. White
were dispatched to a male subject screaming
outside of an apartment and waiving a large
stick. Officer Jones arrived and obtained a visual
of the apartment. As Officer Jones was giving
information to Officer White, the male exited
the apartment holding a large kitchen knife in
his hand. It appeared as if he was hearing voices
and responding to them. There were neighbors
outside of the apartments which caused a
dangerous situation. Because of this, Officer
Jones made contact with the male and attempted
to calm the subject down and get him to drop the
knife. After talking to the subject for some time,
Officer Jones convinced the subject they were
there to help. The male dropped the knife and
was taken into custody. It was determined the
male was schizophrenic, off his medication, and
intoxicated. He believed there were people in his
home attempting to attack him.
On October 18, Officers S. Molina and J.
Wolffbrandt responded to a domestic violence
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call. The reporting party believed her arm was
broken by her ex-boyfriend who had fled the
scene. Officer Molina used his computer skills
he learned while working at the Real Time
Crime Center (RTCC) to obtain information
on the subject. The suspect was located and
arrested without incident. The victim did have a
broken arm and was transported to the hospital
for medical treatment.
On October 18, Sergeant Wheeler and Officer
D. Heshley responded to a call to assist Officer
J. Brown who was in a foot pursuit. Sergeant
Wheeler and Officer Heshley arrived and
two individuals were taken into custody. The
investigation revealed that the male and female
had stolen a tip jar from a nearby business.
The female was found to be in possession of
methamphetamine and had several misdemeanor
warrants for her arrest. The male had a loaded
handgun in his waistband and found to have
multiple felony convictions. Sergeant Wheeler
spoke with the Alcohol, Tobacco, and Fireams
(ATF) task force who ultimately took over the
case and the male subject was charged federally.
On October 4, Sergeant Patterson conducted a
traffic stop on a vehicle driving the wrong way.
Sergeant Patterson noticed signs of intoxication
on the driver and also noticed that his two- yearold daughter was sitting in the back seat. The
driver was arrested for driving while intoxicated
(DWI) and charged with felony child abuse.
On October 19, Team 1 officers responded to
an armed robbery at a local credit union. A
perimeter was established consisting of Team
1 Impact and Team 3 members. The offender
was located on foot and taken into custody by
Sergeant Valdez. After a positive identification
was completed, the Federal Bureau of
Investigations (FBI) took over the case.
On October 22, officers responded to a
disturbance call of a male subject yelling and
screaming while blocking an occupied vehicle
from leaving a designated parking spot. Officers
arrived and were informed the male was a
resident of the complex and had likely returned
to his residence. As officers approached his
apartment, he rounded a structure and began
yelling and cursing at officers. When officers
attempted to put him in handcuffs, the subject
resisted by laying on his stomach with his
arms pinned under him. As officers were in
the process of gaining control of his arms and
placing them behind his back, the suspect bit
an officer in the forearm. He was ultimately
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arrested for battery on a peace officer and false
imprisonment.
On October 8, Valley Impact detectives arrested
a male subject for stabbing an employee in
the torso at a local business. The subject was
attempting to steal a lawn mower from the
business when he was stopped and detained
by the employee. The subject then pulled out
a knife and stabbed the employee. Detectives
arrived on scene and took the suspect into
custody. The employee was transported to
the University of New Mexico Hospital. The
subject later admitted to the stabbing and was
transported and booked at the Prisoner Transport
Center.
October 26, Auto Theft detectives caught
an offender in a stolen vehicle. Detectives
interviewed him and he confessed to several
crimes. He was booked on the auto theft and an
arrest warrant was received for the additional
charges of attempted murder, aggravated battery,
intent to commit a violent felony, conspiracy and
tampering with evidence and felon in possession
of a firearm.
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Southwest Area Command...
•

•

•

In October, the Southwest Area Command had
6,497 calls for service, wrote 1,148 reports,
and issued 563 citations. There were 81 felony
arrests, 114 misdemeanor arrests, 11 driving
while intoxicated (DWI) arrests and 75 warrants
issued. Fourteen community meetings were
attended.
In October, Officer G. Abbatantuono was
dispatched to a down and out call where
a female was passed out in a vehicle. He
contacted her and determined she had an
outstanding warrant. While having her exit the
vehicle, a glass pipe fell from her lap. A search
of her purse yielded numerous prescription pills,
which were classified as controlled substances,
and paraphernalia which indicated she was in
possession of the pills with intent to distribute.
The female was arrested for her warrant, eight
counts of possession of a controlled substance,
and possession with intent to distribute.
On October 27, Officer Gomez along with other
officers located a vehicle which matched the
description of a vehicle involved in a robbery
at a pizza restaurant. After making contact
with the driver of the vehicle, a passenger from
the vehicle fled on foot. Additional units were
called to the area in an attempt to locate the
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male that fled. The driver was removed from
the vehicle and the vehicle identification number
(VIN) was checked. The search indicated that
the vehicle had been recently stolen. The driver
had a felony warrant for her arrest. She was
booked for the felony warrant and receiving/
transferring of a stolen motor vehicle.
On October 1, Officer Michaud was dispatched
to a down and out call. When he arrived, the
individual told Officer Michaud that he was
very hungry and looking for assistance. Officer
Michaud contacted St. Martins Rescue Mission
and Project Outreach who provided him with
assistance.
On October 19, Officers Chavez and Hinson
were dispatched to the Southwest substation in
response to a child that had run away and was
threatening suicide. Officers Chavez and Hinson
followed up on all leads given to them from the
reporting party. They located the endangered
child who had been using narcotics and was in
desperate need of medical attention and a mental
health evaluation.
On October 20, Officer B. Sanchez was
dispatched to an assault with a deadly weapon at
a grocery store. While she was in route, dispatch
clarified that the offender fled and was armed
with a gun. She located vehicle and followed it
until other units arrived and conducted a high
risk felony stop.
On October 25, Officer T. Nadas was dispatched
to a disturbance call where a male subject
threatened the caller with a gun. Officer Nadas
conducted his investigation and determined
the incident occurred over a debt for mechanic
work. The offender threatened the caller with
a gun and then placed it in his vehicle. The
offender was arrested for aggravated assault with
a deadly weapon and an outstanding warrant.
The vehicle was sealed pending a search
warrant. Numerous stolen property was located
in the vehicle.
On October 21, Officer H. Landavazo and
Sergeant D. Baca heard a call-out indicating
detectives were following a suspect vehicle
from a shooting the day before on Interstate 40
which resulted in the death of a four-year-old
girl. Officers proceeded to the area and as the
detective unit pointed out the vehicle’s location,
Officer Landavazo initiated his emergency
equipment to stop the vehicle. The driver pulled
into a vacant lot and felony stop procedures
were initiated. The driver was taken into custody
without incident. He later confessed to the
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shooting.
On October 10, Officers Place and Sanchez
were dispatched to a local store in response
to a forgery. When the officers arrived, they
observed the vehicle involved leaving the area. A
traffic stop was initiated and the officers took the
male and female occupants into custody. They
were positively identified as the pair attempting
to cash a forged check by the store personnel.
An inventory search of the vehicle revealed
multiple driver’s licenses and social security
cards belonging to many different citizens
living in Sandoval County. Methamphetamine
was also located in the vehicle. The pair was
booked for multiple felonies including forgery,
possession, and conspiracy with further charges
to be determined.
On October 15, Officers Bartlett, Martinez
and Tafoya were dispatched to a warrant
call. Officers were advised by a confidential
informant that a female with a warrant for
homicide was in the area and in contact with
the informant. It was learned the female may
be going to a nearby gas station. The officers
conducted surveillance on the gas station and the
female arrived, but then entered a vehicle in an
attempt to escape. Officers stopped the vehicle
and the female was booked.

•
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Northwest Area Command...
•

•

•

In October, the Northwest Area Command had
5,642 calls for service, wrote 1,144 reports,
and issued 840 citations. There were 61 felony
arrests, 72 misdemeanor arrests, 24 driving
while intoxicated (DWI) arrests; and 32
warrants issued. Forty-one community meetings
were attended.
On October 22, Officer M. Landavazo was
dispatched to a domestic violence call. The
comments on the call indicated the situation
was violent and a female was in danger. When
officers arrive, it was learned that the offender
had left the scene. Officer Landavazo tracked
down the offender and arrested him for domestic
violence battery on a household member.
On October 1, Officers Cerros, Aragon and
Franklin were dispatched to priority one
aggravated battery call. The caller was chasing
the suspect in their vehicle, relaying information
to dispatch. The caller advised that the suspect
vehicle they were chasing had fired a gun at
them during a road rage incident on I-40. While
trying to flee, the suspect crashed his vehicle and
it caught fire and was engulfed in flames. The
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suspect then took the firearm which was used in
the commission of the crime and hid it. Officers
arrived on scene and secured the situation. This
allowed the Albuquerque Fire Department to
respond and extinguish the fire. Officers fond
the weapon that was hidden and the suspect was
arrested on felony charges.
On October 8, Officers Franklin and Aragon
were dispatched to a priority one aggravated
battery call. The caller advised he had been in
a physical altercation with his brother. During
the altercation, one brother repeatedly struck the
brother with his fist in the facial area. Before
fleeing the scene, the suspect shoved a loaded
handgun into his brother’s mouth. The suspect
then fled in a vehicle, but crashed about a mile
away from the scene. The suspect was located
hiding a short distance away from the crash.
He was arrested for aggravated battery with a
deadly weapon, aggravated assault with a deadly
weapon and tampering with evidence.
On October 11, Officers Crook and Garcia were
dispatched to a pedestrian crash. Upon arrival,
officers located a male lying on the ground and
bleeding from the head. The male and his wife
had gone to an apartment to look at a couch.
A dispute started between the residents of the
apartment and the husband and wife. When the
husband and wife left, the wife intentionally
broke out the window of one of the resident’s
vehicle. The husband and wife got into their
truck and started to drive off. The residents of
the apartment went to the street and started to
throw rocks at the truck. The husband (driving)
circled the neighborhood and returned to the
scene. The husband exited the vehicle and
confronted one of the residents. The resident
pushed the male and he fell to the pavement
and did not get up. At the same time, the wife
drove into the vehicle which she had broken out
the window. As she backed up the truck, she
ran over her husband’s head. The wife pulled
forward and ran over her husband for a second
time. The wife did not know her husband was
lying on the ground. All parties were intoxicated.
Officers were notified by the hospital that the
husband did not have critical injuries. The wife
was arrested for felony criminal damage.
On October 19, Sergeant J. Sanchez responded
to a residential burglary call. Sergeant Sanchez
located a female at a nearby park matching
the description of an individual involved
in the burglary. The female was positively
identified as the offender and she later provided
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information to detectives, which resulted in the
recovery of stolen property at a hotel and at a
nearby backyard. The female was also found to
have a felony warrant.
On October 21, Recruit Officer Martinez and
Officer K. Lewandowski responded to a local
mall in response to a juvenile being detained
by security for being armed with a BB gun and
possessing marijuana. Officers arrived and
found the juvenile to be in possession of drug
paraphernalia and marijuana. The juvenile was
arrested for a probation violation warrant and
possession of drug paraphernalia and marijuana.
On October 3, Officer C. Poccia was waved
down in response to a disturbance at a gas
station. The subject made statements that he was
being followed and was going to be killed by ten
unknown people. Officer Poccia determined the
complainant was under the influence of some
type of illegal drug and that his allegations had
been fabricated. Officer Poccia also determined
the subject was lying about his true identity.
Officer Poccia identified the subject and it was
found that he had an active felony warrant for
criminal sexual penetration. The subject was
arrested and booked on the warrant.
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Special Services Bureau
Open Space...
•

•

•

•

On October 22, Officers S. Candelaria, Smith,
Banuelos, and Harvey volunteered to go to Los
Altos Park and assist homeless people. The
officers worked with the Crisis Outreach and
Support Team (Coast) and St. Martins to locate
several people in need of help. The officers
passed out pamphlets and assisted homeless
people with obtaining services that would help
them get out of the cold air. They also assisted
St. Martins by passing out snacks and water
bottles.
On October 28, Open Space officers were
called to assist in a search for a missing male
on the east side of the Sandia Mountains.
Officers searched assigned areas in the Sandia
Mountains. The subject was safely located.
On October 2, the Horse Mounted Unit
participated in the funeral ceremonies for former
Chief of Police Bob Stover. All seven horses
were used for the honor guard detail.
On October 3, the Horse Mounted Unit
participated in the 2015 International Balloon
Fiesta Patrol. They completed thirteen events
utilizing all the horses and collateral riders. They
made contact with several thousand citizens that
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took photographs. In addition, they assisted in
locating several missing children and parents.
On October 8, the Horse Mounted Unit hosted
Officer Nigel Benner’s widow, Julie Benner,
for the naming of the new horses in her late
husband’s honor. She chose one of the horses
to be named “Nigel” with the media present to
cover the event at the stables.
On October 24, the Horse Mounted Unit
participated in a candlelight vigil held in honor
Officer Daniel Webster and “Lilly”. Five Horses
were utilized.
On October 1, the Albuquerque Police
Department Open Space Dive team responded
to Santa Fe, New Mexico to conduct a body
recovery. The body was in a cistern located
approximately eighteen feet below ground
level. The specialized recovery consisted
of a SCUBA operation in confined space
containing hazardous materials and waste.
High angle rope technicians were needed to
lower, raise, and recover the divers and victim.
The remaining Open Space Search & Rescue
team responded to conduct the high angle
work for the dive operation. The Santa Fe Fire
Department provided a Hazardous Materials
Decontamination team to sanitize the divers
and rope technicians upon resurfacing from the
dangerous environment. The recovery operation
was conducted safely and successfully.
On October 12, the Bernalillo County Sheriff’s
officer (BCSO) contacted APD’s Open Space
about a teenager who had been lost while riding
dirt bikes in the Rio Puerco. The father had
gotten separated from his 16-year-old son and
he had been unable to find him for some time.
The father reported that his son didn’t have food,
water, or a light on his dirt bike. Open Space
responded and utilized their 4x4 vehicles to
travel several miles down into the Rio Puerco
valley to search the trails. After searching in the
dark, an abandoned dirt bike and helmet were
located. The bike had run out of gas. Officers
located footprints leaving the area. Open Space
officers followed the tracks and eventually
located the boy wandering in the desert. He
was tired and dehydrated, but otherwise healthy
and in good spirits. He was given water, food,
and escorted back to the vehicles. While
walking back to the vehicles, two additional lost
truckloads of people were located. All parties
were taken out of the Rio Puerco valley. The
teen was returned to a very grateful father.
On October 17, Officers C. Melvin and M.
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Schmidt conducted a Search and Rescue in the
Sandia Mountains. The rescue involved a subject
that fell while rock climbing near the shield on
the west side of the mountain. The climber was
extracted and suffered a possible broken leg.
•

Office of Emergency Management
(OEM)...
•

•
•

•

OEM continued to assist Albuquerque Cultural
Services Department with mitigation planning
activities to prevent future flooding on the Casa
de San Ysidro historic site.
On October 21, OEM attended the emergency
plan review for the Sunport Airport
On October 16, OEM attended the emergency
plan review for the National Disaster Medical
System. This national program is responsible
for managing the Federal government’s medical
response to major emergencies and disasters.
OEM plays a significant coordination role in this
program.
In October, OEM received notice that the
City of Albuquerque was awarded $391,000 in
homeland security grant funds.

Special Operations Division...
•
•
•
•

•

Prisoner Transport Unit (PTU)...
•

•

In October, the Prisoner Transport Unit
processed 1,184 prisoners through the Prisoner
Transport Center. The Albuquerque Police
Department arrested 925 prisoners and other law
enforcement agencies arrested 259 prisoners.
PTU made 216 trips to the Metropolitan
Detention Center and accepted two walk-in
prisoners at the Metropolitan Detention Center.
In October, PTU worked five hospital guard duty
assignments for a total of 28 days.

•

•

•

Homeland Security Division (HSD)...
•

•

On October 22, Lieutenant Walton conducted a
career briefing on Law Enforcement at Lavaland
Elementary. The focus was on law Enforcement
careers and advancement to Title 1 students as
part of their Career Exploration Program.
In October, Lieutenant Walton attended a First
Responder Safety Symposium. The event was
hosted by PNM with the purpose of bringing
awareness to first responders to incidents
involving electricity.

Metro Court Protection Detail (MCPD)...
•

remanded but bonded out on site; 36 individuals
were booked with arrest warrants; 54 other
individuals were booked with arrest warrants but
bonded out on site; three juvenile warrants were
cleared; and 84 misdemeanor and six felony
warrants were cleared.
In October, MCPD completed 962 calls for
service and self-initiated activities.

•

In October, 76 individuals were remanded by
the court and booked; six individuals were

8

In October, the Bomb Squad responded to six
Explosive Ordnance Devices (EOD) call-outs
and two SWAT call-outs.
On October 3 and 17, the Bomb Squad
conducted a bomb sweep at the University of
New Mexico football games.
On October 3 - 11, the Bomb Squad was
assigned to work the Albuquerque International
Balloon Fiesta.
In October, the Bomb Squad trained in Open
Vision real time X ray, Radiological Disbursal
Device training, XTK x-ray software training,
and explosive disposal training.
In October, the team provided training to the
Citizens Police Academy and Los Lunas Fire
Department on Improvised Explosive Devices
(IED)
In October, K-9 Officer J. Walsh and his Police
Service Dog (PSD) “Nero” returned with a basic
K-9 handler certification from a six-week course
at Adlerhorst International training school.
In October, K-9 Officer A. Sandoval and
his PSD “Lex” returned from Adlerhorst
International’s six-week K-9 trainer certification.
Officer Sandoval will assume the duties of the
unit trainer.
On October 2, a suspect who was wanted for
several armed robberies, carjackings and at least
one home invasion pointed a gun at an APD
officer after committing an additional carjacking.
Officers located the car with the help of a Global
Positioning System (GPS) tracker. A perimeter
was established and a tactical section was
activated. Conflicting reports were received
as to if the subject was at the residence where
the vehicle was located or if he had left the
area before officers arrived. The house was
searched and no one was found inside. It was
later determined his family members gave police
misinformation to assist his escape. The suspect
was tracked down and arrested in Bernalillo.
On October 21, it was advised that APD Officer
Daniel Webster had been shot during a traffic
stop. The offender fled on foot and was still
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•

outstanding. The Tactical Section was activated
and responded to the scene. Air 1 spotted the
subject inside the perimeter. SWAT and K-9
officers were used to find the subject and a K-9
was used to assist with the apprehension.
In October, SWAT taught a two-week course on
officer survival at the Academy.

Metro Traffic Division...
•
•
•
•

•

In October, the Unit responded to 187 calls for
service.
In October, the Unit had 56 driving while
intoxicated (DWI) arrests; two felony arrests;
and five misdemeanor arrests/warrants.
In October, the Unit issued 585 moving
citations; investigated 145 crashes; towed 70
vehicles; and had eight DWI vehicle forfeitures.
In October, the Unit wrote 203 reports.

•

Criminal Investigations Bureau
Property Crimes Division...
•

Investigative Bureau
Scientific Evidence Division...
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

cumulative total of over 108,000 collected.
716 samples were analyzed, uploaded, and
searched in CODIS, with a cumulative total of
almost 101,000 searchable DNA profiles. As
a result of these convicted offender/arrestee
samples, 33 unsolved cases were matched to
convicted offenders/arrestees, seven case-to-case
matches were made, with a resulting total of 33
investigations being aided.
In October, the Controlled Substance Unit
completed 83 drug cases (40 were APD and 43
Bernalillo County Sheriff’s Office).
In October, the Biology Unit completed 30 APD
cases.

•

In October, the Major Crime Scene team
responded to five primary call-outs.
In October, Field Investigations responded to
1,262 calls for service and 238 primary burglary
calls.
In October, field investigators collected 1,044
latent fingerprint cards; tagged 455 evidence
items; and tagged 458 photograph CDs.
In October, the Photo Lab worked on 341 cases
resulting in 10,280 prints and 423 discs.
In October, the Evidence, Identification and
Disposition Unit supported the following
backgrounds: 92 case dispositions, 54
employment, 53 firearms, 106 FBI and 30
CODIS requests. 35 RAPs and photos were
distributed, 35 new APD applicants were finger
printed, 1,110 fingerprints were classified in
AFIS and 1,541 new and old arrests were
processed into the TIBURON criminal history
records.
In October, the Evidence, Identification, and
Disposition Unit received 8,486 evidence items,
duplicated 5,408 audio/video recordings and
supported 13 pretrial viewings. Efforts to reduce
inventory resulted in 457 items returned to
owners; 17,988 items disposed; and $2,595.65
received as auction proceeds. The unit also
processed 10,187 case disposition transactions
into evidence history.
In October, the New Mexico DNA Identification
System (NMDIS) received 384 new convicted
offender/arrestee DNA samples, with a

•

•
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•

In October, the Auto/NITe Unit conducted
several Community-Oriented Policing Vehicle
Identification Number (VIN) etching events with
over 120 vehicles etched.
On October 1, Auto/NITe detectives arrested a
prolific auto theft offender in a stolen vehicle.
He was well known to all detectives and works
for a drug cartel providing additional income
through the sale of VIN switched stolen cars and
trucks.
On October 26, Auto/NITe detectives conducted
an auto theft tactical plan in the Northeast Area
Command. While patrolling the area, Detective
T. Economidy located a stolen vehicle in a
parking lot at an apartment complex. With the
assistance of additional Auto/NITe detectives,
the offender was taken into custody after a
short foot chase. The offender was identified
and interviewed by detectives. He eventually
confessed to being the person who stole the
truck. Detective R. Marquez recognized this
individual to be a person of interest involving
a shooting which occurred in the Valley Area
Command in September. Detective Marquez
contacted Valley Impact Detective G. Gabaldon,
who conducted further interviews with the
offender. He eventually admitted to being the
shooter.
On October 28, Detectives R. Marquez and A.
Lovato conducted a Child Safety Awareness
Community Oriented Policing program at St.
Mary’s School. Detectives took McGruff the
Crime Dog and talked to 40 kindergartners about
stranger danger, seat belts, trick or treat safety
and school safety. APD coloring books, crayons
and stickers were given to the children.
On October 14, Burglary Detective E. Jojola,
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•

•

•

assisted officers from the Northwest Area
Command with a residential burglary in
progress. Field Service officers detained a
suspect for the burglary. Detective Jojola
conducted follow-up interviews and the
investigation led to the apprehension of an
additional subject involved in the burglary. As a
result of the break-in and burglary over $1,000
worth of stolen property was recovered and
returned to the victim.
On October 23, Burglary Unit Detective M.
Glynn received a case where tools stolen from a
commercial burglary were located on Craigslist.
Detectives conducted an undercover buy for
the property and recovered the stolen tools.
The seller provided a license plate number and
description of the person who sold him the
stolen tools. Detective Glynn presented a photo
array to the seller of the tools and he identified
the suspect. Detectives located the subject at
his parent’s house and he provided additional
information which lead to an accomplice.
Detectives went to the accomplice’s house and
arrested him. After he was transported to the
main police station, he subsequently confessed
to committing the burglary with the initial
suspect. Charges were also pursued against the
person who sold the drill to detectives as he was
aware that he was purchasing and selling stolen
property.
In October, a police officer’s home was
burglarized by unknown offenders. The officer’s
checkbook was stolen during the burglary. His
checks were forged and cashed at a local credit
union. This lead resulted in the surveillance
and arrest of a male and female offender on
October 23rd. The offenders were in possession
of a vehicle which they purchased using fake
identities. The vehicle, worth $45,000 was
returned to the car dealership. Both offenders
were in possession of stolen property and
identities belonging to numerous victims. Both
offenders had felony warrants from other white
collar and auto theft cases. The Narcotics
K-9 Unit and Pawn Detail assisted in the
investigation and arrests.
On October 26, detectives with the Organized
Crime and Burglary Units, with the assistance
of the Special Investigations Division (SID)
Narcotics K-9 Unit conducted surveillance and
a search warrant at a residence. The house was
being used as a fencing location for dozens
of burglaries throughout Albuquerque. As a
result of the investigation and search warrant,

•

six subjects were arrested for a variety of
charges and approximately $180,000 worth of
stolen property was seized. A large amount
of narcotics, mainly methamphetamines, was
located in the residence. In addition, a check
manufacturing and identity theft plant was also
discovered. The Organized Crime and Burglary
Units were assisted by the Auto/Nite detectives,
Methamphetamine Unit, Northeast Field
Services, and the Safe City Strike Force.
Detective Medrano assisted the White Collar
Crimes Unit in an embezzlement investigation
involving a motorcycle dealership in
Albuquerque. The offender was a service
manager for the business. He used his position
to perform services and install parts on his
personal motorcycles, but failed to pay for the
service and parts. The offender also worked on
family members’ motorcycles without charging
them appropriately for the service or parts.
The offender was charged with eight counts of
embezzlement. An arrest warrant was obtained
and the suspect was arrested on October 29.

Criminal Investigations Division...
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
10

In October, the Homicide Unit responded to two
homicide call-outs.
On October 20, officers were dispatched to a
shooting call. The caller called 911 to advise that
his four-year-old daughter had been shot by a
subject in another vehicle as they were driving.
Upon arrival, officers coordinated rescue efforts,
but the young child was later pronounced
deceased at the University of New Mexico
Hospital. The suspect in this case was identified
and later apprehended. The case is solved and
will be carried as a homicide.
In October, the Homicide Unit sent five cases to
the District Attorney’s office for review and/or
prosecution.
In October, the Armed Robbery Unit responded
to ten robbery call-outs and cleared 14 cases.
Of the 14 cases, five were sent to the District
Attorney’s office for prosecution.
In October, the Robbery Unit had 29 new cases
assigned for a total of 168 active cases.
In October, Detective Dosal received the NonUniform Officer of the month.
In October, the Sex Crimes Unit responded to
five sex crimes call-outs. They also cleared 53
cases with 13 of the cases going to the District
Attorney’s office.
In October, the Sex Crimes Unit had 54 new
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•
•

•

•

•
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cases assigned for investigation. The unit
currently has 109 active cases.
In October, the Family Abuse Stalking Training
Team (FASTT) cleared 18 cases with one
going to the District Attorney’s office. FASTT
reviewed 115 cases and currently has two active
cases.
In October, FASTT assisted the Victim
Assistance Unit with 15 cases to include
following up with victims.
In October there were 169 new runaways/
missing persons reported to the Missing Persons
Unit. The Unit cleared 146 total runaways/
missing person cases and has 160 active cases.
In October, Crisis Intervention Team (CIT)
taught and facilitated training on safety and
de-escalation for the University of New Mexico
medical students.
In October, the Crisis Intervention Unit (CIU)
provided 23 training hours and contacted 105
individuals. They also assisted 85 individuals
and assisted 55 mental health consumers. CIU
referred 113 people to services; received 156
referrals to CIU; and conducted 58 home visits
with a mental health clinician.
In October, CIU responded to assist the
University of New Mexico Campus Police with
a student that was exhibiting signs of being in
crisis and involved in several calls where his
mental state was in question. The subject had
a prejudice about Muslims and thought people
were following him. He was also found to have
followed a student from the campus when he
thought she was following him. During that
incident, he was found to be in possession of a
firearm. CIU attempted to contact him but were
unable to locate him. They finally contacted
him by phone and he denied being in need of
any assistance or being in crisis. CIU later
conducted a home visit and found him to be very
hostile, but he did not meet the standard for a
transport.
While on scene of a call, CIU Metro Team 2
members assisted a small dog with an apparent
broken femur. The dog, while not in distress
could not use his leg and it flopped lifelessly at
his side. Animal control was called and he was
taken immediately to a veterinarian’s office. The
officers followed up with the veterinarian and it
was learned that the dog’s leg was beyond repair
and had to be amputated. Fortunately, it was
determined that the dog was a great candidate
for adoption. He would recover and be placed
for adoption shortly after.

•

•
•
•
•
•

In October, St. Martin’s referred a family in
need to APD’s Crisis Outreach and Support
Team (COAST). They family could not afford
to pay rent for their apartment nor the space
rental for their business. COAST reached out to
several agencies for help. Two agencies paid the
family’s rent for the month. The family was very
thankful for the assistance.
In October, Crimes Against Children Unit
(CACU) received 1,150 Children, Youth, Family
Department (CYFD) referrals.
In October, CACU detectives were assigned 71
new cases to be investigated.
In October, two search warrants were executed
by CACU detectives. One arrest warrant was
generated.
In October, CACU on-call detectives responded
to 19 call-outs.
In October, the Child Exploitation Division
(CED) recovered five runaway children and
responded to eight call-outs.

Special Investigations Division...
•
•
•

•
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In October, SID completed 858 surveillance
hours.
In October, SID had 21 felony and nine
misdemeanor arrests. They completed 19 felony
and 13 misdemeanor warrants.
In October, the Investigative Support Unit
(ISU) was provided a license plate number for
a vehicle seen leaving the scene of an armed
robbery. The offender had hit two restaurants
multiple times. The offender was armed with a
handgun during the commission of the robberies.
Detectives established surveillance on the
vehicle and eventually identified a male that
matched the description of the offender. After
conducting a week and half of surveillance,
ISU detectives witnessed the subject commit a
robbery and he was taken into custody. Nine
robberies were cleared as a result.
On October 6, Air 1 responded to the Town of
Bernalillo to assist units in a multi-agency highrisk area search for an armed robbery suspect.
While in route, units located the subject in the
back of a pickup truck. The suspect was armed
with a handgun and was holding the gun to his
own head and threatening suicide. Air 1 assisted
in establishing a perimeter and kept surveillance
on the offender. The incident was turned over to
the Rio Rancho SWAT team. The subject was
eventually taken into custody without incident.
The subject was identified and found to be the
suspect in over ten armed robberies including an
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•

incident where the subject pointed a gun at an
officer and attempted to hit him with a vehicle.
On October 21, Air 1 personnel were at the
hanger and monitoring the radio when it was
heard that a police officer had been shot in the
Southeast Area Command. Air 1 immediately
responded to the scene. A perimeter had
already been established. The suspect was
last seen running northbound across Central
Avenue. After searching within the perimeter
for approximately an hour, Air 1 located a
subject. He was observed attempting to get
into several sheds and was seen jumping walls
into several yards. Air 1 tracked the subject
until he concealed himself in what appeared
to be a covered porch area of a house. Air 1
informed APD tactical units of the situation and
they responded to the area. They established a
perimeter around the house in which the subject
was concealed in. Eventually a police service
dog was sent into the area and apprehended the
subject.
On October 23, Air 5 responded to a call at a
store. Information from the call indicated that a
male suspect was in the store stealing items and
a description of the vehicle he arrived in was
provided. Air 5 observed the male exit the store
and enter the vehicle. He then exited the parking
lot traveling southbound. A Sheriff’s deputy
attempted to stop the vehicle but it took off at a
high rate of speed. Air 5 continued following
the vehicle as he recklessly disregarded traffic
laws without any officers in pursuit. The suspect
eventually ditched the car. Air 5 directed Sheriffs
deputies to his location at which time the suspect
began to run. The suspect then jumped a wall
to a residence and unlawfully gained entry to
a structure in the backyard. A perimeter was
secured around the area and the offender was
taken into custody. The vehicle was confirmed
stolen and the driver had a felony warrant.
In October, the Central Narcotics unit authored
six search warrants; conducted two undercover
buy bust operations; conducted two narcotics
reversal operations; and seized 13 firearms.
In October, the Central Narcotics unit received
information regarding several complaints of
drug trafficking at a local park near a high
school. Using information from Crime Stoppers,
school resource officers, other sources, and
intelligence gathered from surveillance,
detectives identified a suspect as the main
supplier of drugs in many parks and the high
school. During the investigation, detectives met

with the supplier in an undercover capacity and
purchased cocaine from him. A felony arrest
warrant for drug trafficking was obtained and he
was arrested without incident.

Real Time Crime Center (RTCC)...
•
•

•

•

•

In October, The Bridge assisted in 2,281 calls.
About 77% of those were intervention from the
operators in the Bridge.
The Crisis Intervention Case Management
System had more than 3000 cases and was
utilized 1,672 times in September. 41% of the
calls worked were suicide, mental health or
domestic disturbance calls. The video network
was also utilized 240 times.
In October, the RTCC Video Unit provided
daily updates following the shooting of Officer
Daniel Webster. Through The Daily 49 and
APD-TV, the Video Unit kept APD personnel
informed of the latest information regarding
Officer Webster, including fundraisers and
funeral services.
In October, the RTCC Bridge assisted with four
SWAT call-outs. Live operations identified
subjects, criminal histories, possible associated
subjects, possible mental states, and assisted
field personnel with social media reviews and
contacts.
On October 13, the RTCC assisited with a
commercial robbery. Operator C. Franco was
able to access a traffic camera that was near the
location and located a subject that matched the
description of the offender. While monitoring,
Mr. Franco voiced the location of the subject to
responding units and they made contact with the
individual that was in possession of a firearm.
This involvement resulted in an apprehension of
the subject.

Professional Accountability Bureau
Communications Division...
•

•
12

In October, the APD Emergency
Communications Center staff answered 82,290
incoming calls. There were 34,015 calls
answered for 911 and 48,275 calls answered for
242-COPS. 911 Operators answered 87.41%
of the 911 calls within 10 seconds (national
standard is 90%, APD’s standard is 92.0%);
operators also answered 92.11% of the 242COPS calls within 30 seconds (APD’s goal is
90% answered within 30 seconds).
Incoming calls have increased as compared to
last year for the month of October. 9-1-1 calls
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•
•

increased by 18.56% and 242-COPS increased
by 11.72%. The overall increase was 14.45%.
In October, the Emergency Communications
Center staffed a position on-site at the Balloon
Fiesta.
On October 15, there was a presentation from a
vendor to discuss a pending upgrade for the 9-11 phone system.

•
•

•

APD Academy...
•
•
•
•
•

•

In October, the 114th Cadet class completed
week 29.
On October 3, the Field Training Officer
(FTO) program was officially transferred to the
Academy.
In October, 361 interest cards were received
(287 cadets, 65 public service aides (PSAs); and
9 laterals).
In October, background folders were assigned
for 45 cadets, 11 PSAs, four laterals, and 13
civilians.
The October 23-25 testing consisted of 73
individuals scheduled to test; 22 attended City
entrance; 18 attended Saturday testing; and 15
were passed to background.
Eighteen cadets and five PSAs are seated for the
115th Cadet class.

•

Administrative Support Bureau
Planning Division...
•
•

In October, the Planning Manager attended a
four day training on Introduction to Disaster
Recovery.
In October, Planning staff worked mostly on
routing new grant agreements through the
signature process; entering grants into the
City’s accounting system; and preparing for the
procurement and/or overtime associated with the
respective grants.

Central Records Division...
•
•

•

In October, the Public Information Unit received
1,365 requests totaling $8,389.55 in revenue
generated from citizen requests/registers.
In October, the Report Review Unit completed
the following: 1,878 Automated Reporting
System (ARS) transfers; 723 ARS supplements;
1,316 National Crime Information Center
entries; 2,001 accidents; 2,585 officer calls; and
299 Unified Crime Reports (UCR).
In October, Court Services completed the
following: 130 pretrial hearings scheduled;
330 arraignments processed; 336 felony cases
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submitted to the District Attorney’s office; and
313 summons submitted to the Metropolitan
Court.
In October, the Alarm Unit collected $110,535.
In October, the Telephone Report Unit generated
620 original reports and 212 supplemental
reports for a total of 832 reports. This resulted in
a savings of 2,163.20 hours of field services time
and a savings of $33,280.
In October, the Telephone Report Unit processed
527 on-line (Cop Logic) reports resulting in a
savings of 1,396.20 hours of field services time
and a savings of $21,480.
In October, the Inspection of Public Records
(IPRA) received 149 requests; completed 124
requests; and collected $3,723 in revenue.
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